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PARKER’S
COME FIND ME (#7)

Rosies Baby (#4)

Seattle Sea Gal (#1)

Exacta:  4-7/1-4-7, $4.  Tri:  4-7/1-4-7/1-2-3-4-7, $6.  DD:  4-7/3-5, $4.

Returns to a sprint, adds the blinkers, draws well and drops to the bottom 
claiming level tonight, choice.
Forced a quick pace for the level last and she held on well for third, she faces 
easier in this spot and must be caught.
Didn’t get the best of trips when 2nd last, she is hard to separate from the top two.

Super:   4-7/1-4-7/1-2-3-4-7/all, $4.80.  Pick 3:  4-7/3-5/4-8, $4.  Pick 4:  4-7/3-5/2-4-8/1, $6.

PEPPER SHARP (#5)

Tsunami Cat (#3)

Silver Attache (#7)

Exacta:  3-5/3-5-7, cost $4. Tri:  3-5/3-5-7/2-3-4-5-7, $6. 

Disappointed on a sloppy surface last but he did run well one race back when 
on a fast track and that effort should be good enough.
Another who lost when heavily bet in his most recent, he again figures to be in 
the battle right from the start, looms the one to beat.
Did beat the top choice when second in his last, he is an upset possibility.

PRE MO DIAMOND (#8)

Miss Diamond G (#4)

Bonita Rapids (#2)

Exacta: 4-8/2-4-8, $4.  Tri:  4-8/2-4-8/1-2-4-7-8, $6.  Pick 3:  2-4-8/1/8, $1.50.    

Dull efforts last two but she did face much tougher and is dropped to the lowest 
level of her career, best guess in a toss-up.
Second in her most recent on a sloppy surface, she is in decent form right now 
and should be close by throughout.
Nice score in her most recent, she clearly is a big threat again.

OUR SILVER LINING (#1)

Weaveittobeaver (#7)

Rockport Birdie (#5)

Exacta:   1/4-5-7-8, $4.  Tri:  1/4-5-7-8/4-5-7-8, $6.  Pick 3:  1/8/2-3-4, $1.50.

Forced a rocket pace, took the lead but paid the price late in her most recent, 
she will have to deal with other early speed but looks set for a big try.
Ran decently for third in her last two, she faces a little easier tonight and again 
should get a nice stalking trip.
Tired in a route try last but her previous sprint gives her a shot.

STORM STALKER (#8)

Sugar Seeker (#6)

Afleet Hope (#4)

Exacta:     8/2-4-6-7, cost $4. Tri:  8/2-4-6-7/2-4-6-7, cost $6.

Doesn’t have much early speed but she goes for a barn that wins at a huge clip 
and she drops into a good spot after facing stakes foes in her most recent.
Stuck in the one hole, broke a bit slowly and couldn’t reach Tesla in the 
stretch last, she ran big one race back at this distance, expect good try.
Another stretch runner and she ran well for a close fourth last, maybe.

Super:  3-5/3-5-7/2-3-4-5-7/2-3-4-5-7-8, $3.60.  Pick 3:  3-5/2-4-8/1, $3. 

Super:  4-8/2-4-8/1-2-4-7-8/all, $6.  Pick 5?  2-4-8/1/8/2-3-4/1-2-6, $13.50.  

Super:   1/4-5-7-8/4-5-7-8/4-5-6-7-8, $3.60.  Pick 4:  1/8/2-3-4/1-2-6, $4.50.

Super:   8/2-4-6-7/2-4-6-7/2-3-4-6-7, cost $3.60.   Pick 3:   8/2-3-4/1-2-6, $4.50.
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BLAME IN ON ROYCE (#2)

Buckley Bay (#4)

Cross Creek (#3)

Exacta:   2-4/2-3-4, cost $4.  Trifecta:  2-4/2-3-4/2-3-4-5-6, $6.

Blaine Wright trained runner is two for two this year, he ran well in his only 
route try three years ago and looks hard to bet against.
Tired in his only route try but he steps up off a sharp score and should sit just 
off the lead early again, don’t ignore.
Stretch runner goes to a route and figures to pass many of these in the stretch.

Super:  2-4/2-3-4/2-3-4-5-6/all, $4.80.  

LIL’ QUARTER CHUTE (#5)

Rough and Ready (#1)

Bernie (#6)

Exacta:   1-5/1-5-6, cost $4. Trifecta:   1-5/1-5-6/1-3-4-5-6, $6.

Second in her first try around two-turns, she also appears to be on the improve 
and gets call in a wide open heat.
Tends to break poorly but he also comes off a nice second in his most recent 
and figures to be flying late as usual.
Speedy sort was rated early and finished decently last, he might get right trip.

EMERALD DOWNS RACE SELECTIONS
for Friday Evening, July 20th, 2018

Today’s Best Bet (s): Today’s Longshot:

OUR SILVER LINING in the fourth. BUCKLEY BAY in the sixth.

Super:   1-5/1-5-6/1-3-4-5-6/1-2-3-4-5-6-8, cost $4.80. 

Today’s Exotic Play: 

Race 1, $.50 Tri:  4-7/1-4-7/1-2-3-4-7, cost $6.

Daily Double:  2-3-4/1-5, $6.
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POINT PIPER (#6)
Exictations (#4)

Ground Rules (#2)

TANGLED UP IN JU (#8)
Adios Cali (#6)

Coronado Cool (#5)

BOLD AT NIGHT (#11)
Operandi (#3)

Lacey’s Rainbow (#4)

TWISTED ROAD (#2)
Awesome E K (#9)

Chatterman (#8)

NONNA GIANNA (#10)
Navajo Dream (#6)

Luminoso (#2)

OLIVER (#9)
Twisted Plot (#8)

Takeo Squared (#5)

PANTSONFIRE (#4)
Paradise Woods (#1)

Compelled (#7)

JUST ISN’T RIGHT (#7)
Asaltante (#5)
Stone Groove (#1)
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Del Mar  Lone Star Evangeline

Race Selections for Friday, July 20th, 2018

ST JOSEPH COUNTY (#3)
Lucky Lightening (#6)

Lons Oxbow (#5)

MISTER HENRY LEE (#1)
High Class Taste (#2)

Infinite Road (#3)

ON THE HONOR ROLL (#4)
Witt’s Cut (#2)

Texas Long Bow (#7)

TEXAS WARRIOR (#8)
Local Guy (#9)

Aircraft (#3)

EUROGEM (#4)
Roses n’Rubies (#10)

Over Funded (#8)

TRIPLE CREEK (#1)
Cheers and Prayers (#6)

Jake the Band Man (#7)

KATS SECOND SILVER (#2)
Sugar Footin Bling (#7)

Launched Money (#8)

SEEKING MY TIME (#1)
Witt Seven (#1)
Singing Eagle (#3)

COUNTACH (#1)
On a Heater (#7)

Independent Worker (#6)

D’WILD MULFIN (#1)
Eight Grand (#7)

Lucky Band (#4)

TONI’S VOW (#6)
Miss Guretta (#1)

Custom for Corales (#4)

KAHRAMANI (#8)
Jubal (#5)

Boston Bob (#2)

PRINCESS GIANNA (#2)
April Mae (#8)

Baby B Gone (#1)

COOKIN (#8)
Queen of Gypsies (#4)

Green Lakes (#5)

HALF OF TIP TAP (#3)
Swinging Greeley (#4)

Mug Shot Man (#7)

SIR GENGHIS (#8)
Potomac River (#1)
Magic Vow (#2)

UNCLE PANCHO (#3)
Allthewaywithtaye (#2)

Lonesome Phil (#7)


